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Durban’s COP17 
‘Conference of 
Polluters’ 

 
allowed US sabotage, 
no new emissions cuts 

 

SA in the chair 



Durban COP17: ‘Africa’s Climate Summit’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

confirmed 21st-c. climate-related 
deaths of 180 million Africans (Christian Aid) 





Copenhagen Accord, COP 15, December 2009 

• Jacob Zuma (SA) 
• Lula da Silva (Brazil) 
• Barack Obama (USA) 
• Wen Jiabao (China) 

• Manmohan Singh (India) 

again and again, they do this to us 



Major sites for neoliberal plus 
sustainable dev. discourses  

‘talk left to walk right’ 

and earlier, in 2002 



Environmental Performance Index trends, 2012 

Countries rapidly 
declining in EPI 

BRICS: unsustainable development 



http://www.stat.yale.edu/cgi-bin/R/cpmain?iso=ZAF 

Overall environment 



http://www.stat.yale.edu/cgi-bin/R/cpmain?iso=ZAF 

Climate change 



SA corporates’ extraction, retail-based deindustrialisation, NEPAD/APRM, 
land-grabbing, neo-colonial infrastructure, Bilateral Investment Treaties 



Pretoria’s choice:  
 
 
 
 
 
Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala  

Brasilia’s choice:  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Jose Antonio Ocampo 

Moscow backed  
Washington’s choice:  
Jim Yong Kim 







BRICS are the main reason Africa’s vote cannot 
increase at Bretton Woods Institutions 

and India, Brazil and SA 
cannot join UN Security 

Council because Russia and 
China won’t support them 



‘Useful  Africa’ 
Source: Le Monde 
Diplomatique, Feb 2011 

‘SSA’ 



‘country risk’: 
Economist Intelligence Unit 2010 



Mbeki as viewed by The Economist 

      

 

Where does NEPAD fit? 



 New Partnership 
for Africa’s 
Development is 
‘philosophically 
spot on’  

- Walter Kansteiner, US 
State Dep't, 2003 

 

abolishing – or  
polishing – global apartheid? 



NEPAD suggests privatisation of 
infrastructure and social services  

      

 

• '106. ... Promote PPPs as a promising vehicle for attracting 
private investors, and focus public funding on the pressing 
needs of the poor, by building capacity to implement and 
monitor such agreements;' 

 
• '154. ... The next priority is the implementation of a Public- 

Private sector partnership (PPP) capacity-building 
programme through the African Development Bank and 
other regional development institutions, to assist national 
and sub-national governments in structuring and regulating 
transactions in the provision of infrastructural and social 
services.' 

 



Good governance: NEPAD’s Zim test 

      

 

• Dave Malcomson of 
the NEPAD 
secretariat 
(responsible for int’l 
liaison and co-
ordination): 

‘Wherever we 
go, Zimbabwe 
is thrown at us 
as the reason 
why NEPAD’s a 
joke.’ -- Business Day, 

28 March 2003. 

 



THE NEW PARTNERSHIP FOR AFRICA’S DEVELOPMENT 

Codesria and Third World Network-Africa  
Declaration on Africa's development challenges, 26/4/02 

      

 

The most fundamental flaws of Nepad, which reproduce the central 
elements of the World Bank's Can Africa Claim the 21st Century? and the 
ECA's Compact for African Recovery, include: 

–  (a) the neo-liberal economic policy framework at the heart of the plan, 
which repeats the structural adjustment policy packages of the preceding 
two decades and overlooks the disastrous effects of those policies; 

–  (b) the fact that in spite of its proclaimed recognition of the central role 
of the African people to the plan, the African people have not played any 
part in the conception, design and formulation of Nepad; 

–  (c) notwithstanding its stated concerns for social and gender equity, it 
adopts the social and economic measures that have contributed to the 
marginalisation of women; 



Codesria and Third World Network-Africa  
Declaration on Africa’s development challenges, 

26/4/02 

      

 

–  (d) that in spite of claims of African origins, its main targets are 
foreign donors, particularly in the G8; 

–  (e) its vision of democracy is defined by the needs of creating a 
functional market; 

–  (f) it under-emphasises the external conditions fundamental to 
Africa's developmental crisis, and thereby does not promote any 
meaningful measure to manage and restrict the effects of this 
environment on Africa development efforts. On the contrary, the 
engagement that it seeks with institutions and processes like the 
World Bank, the IMF, the WTO, the United States Africa Growth and 
Opportunity Act, the Cotonou Agreement, will further lock Africa's 
economies disadvantageously into this environment  



‘sub-imperialism’? 
• looting the 

hinterland, e.g. 
SA in Africa, but 
repatriating 
profits to 
London, NY, 
Melbourne 

• legitimation of 
the Washington 
Consensus 



A call to rebuild BRICS, bottom-up, at Durban summit 
oppose neoliberalism, subimperialism and eco-destruction, 23-27 March 2013 
 
Durban’s hosting of the Brazil-Russia-India-China-SA summit in March requires 
critical civil society to share views ranging from local to global. We support 
bottom-up unity of peoples in these countries and their hinterlands, collaborating 
on analysis, advocacy and activism. We will meet in the spirit of the World Social 
Forum which arose to contest the ecologically, socially and politically destructive 
World Economic Forum.  
     Join us to draw the world’s attention to the most dangerous BRICS state policies, 
to corporate and parastatal power plays, and to these countries’ extreme uneven 
development. 



 
·     socio-economic rights violations, including 
severe inequality, poverty, unemployment, disease, 
violence (especially against women), inadequate 
education, prohibitions on labour organising and 
other suffering;  
·     political and civil rights violations, such as 
increased securitisation of societies, militarisation 
and arms trading, prohibitions on protest, rising 
media repression and official secrecy, debilitating 
patriarchy and homophobia, activist jailings and 
torture, and even massacres, including in Durban 
where a police hit squad killed more than 50 in 
recent years; 



·     regional domination by BRICS economies, since 
signs of ‘subimperialism’ are emerging both 
through corporate exploitation of hinterland 
minerals and oil, and through BRICS promotion of 
‘Washington Consensus’ neoliberalism – for 
example, in the recent donation of $100 billion of 
our taxes to the International Monetary Fund, or in 
the desire of China, Brazil and India to revitalise the 
World Trade Organisation, or in India’s failure to 
continue supplying generic medicines (especially 
the AIDS drugs so important to us in Durban, with 
more HIV+ people than any other city on earth);  



 
·     our elites’ orientation to eco-destructive, 
consumerist-centric, financialised, climate-frying, 
nuclear-powered maldevelopment works very well 
for corporate and parastatal profits, but is reaching 
crisis proportions in all the BRICS, as witnessed here 
by the Marikana Massacre carried out by police on 
behalf of Lonmin on August 16, and in South Durban 
where $30 billion in white-elephant state 
infrastructure subsidies for chaotic port, freight and 
petrochemical industry expansion (and more labour-
broking exploitation) are now being vigorously 
fought by communities that will be destroyed. 



sub-imperialism, no thanks! 

 It is time the BRICS go under the microscope, along with their so-called 
‘development bank’ (with its disturbing Brazilian, Chinese and South African 
precedents) and the currency cooperation and trade deals anticipated from 
this summit. It is time for popular voices to be heard, demanding the BRICS 
concept be rebuilt bottom up, to serve people and planet, not corporate 
profits, and to include our continents’ oppressed peoples and countries at 
the fore, instead of as hinterland appendages to the BRICS regional bullies. 
 
       Join us in Durban in March 2013 to tell BRICS 
 
 
 
Initial organisations making this call : Alternative Information and 
Development Centre, Centre for Civil Society (University of KwaZulu-Natal), 
groundWork Friends of the Earth SA, People’s Dialogue, South Durban 
Community Environmental Alliance, Trust for Community Outreach and 
Education. For more information contact Patrick at pbond@mail.ngo.za, Bobby at 

bobby@groundwork.org.za or Desmond at desmond@sdceango.co.za 
 
 


